
2017 CFF Junior’s Championships Movement Standards  

& Division Specific Modifications   
 

Event #1 Heavy 

Ages 5-8 “Atlas stone”-over-shoulder ladder 
2#-4#-6#-10#-14#-16#-20#-24#-30# 

Ages 9-12 10:00 with a coach working up to a 
heavy (with good mechanics) 1 rep 

front squat.   
*We have several OSO kids oly bars 
we will use that are roughly 5#.  For 

the older kids we will use our 15# 
aluminum trainer bars. 

Ages 13-14 7:00 to establish a 1 rep max clean + 
front squat complex Ages 15-16 

Ages 17-18 

 

Movement Standard 

“Atlas 
stone-over-
shoulder” 

Kids will have instruction on how to pick up and throw the “stone” over their shoulder.  
We will use kids sized (10” minis) medballs for the 2-6# weights, then progress up to 
the regular adult medballs (14”) for the remainder of the ladder.  Kids will line up from 
youngest to oldest and each have 0:30 to make the lift.  They may have as many 
attempts as they can.  The kids’ score will be the total weight of the heaviest ball lifted, 
although our main focus for the little ones is for them to have fun.  No one will be 
allowed to move on if the lift is deemed to have “poor execution” by the head judge.  
This is for safety reasons & our main focus for the younger age group is for them to 
have a competition experience in a low stress and fun environment. 

Front squat 
only 

During the front squat the barbell must be racked on the front of the shoulders (if kids 
are using an Oso mini oly bar, their judge will assist them in placing the bar on their 
shoulders. The athlete will squat, at the bottom the hip crease must pass clearly below 
the top of the knee. At the top, the hips and knees must be fully extended.   

Clean + 
front squat 
complex 

The bar will start on the floor.  The athlete will then clean the bar using any variation 
of the clean necessary (i.e. muscle, power, squat, split).  Once the knees and hips are 
fully locked out and the feet are positioned back under the athlete’s hips the athlete 
may attempt the front squat.  During the front squat the barbell must be racked on the 
front of the. The athlete will squat, at the bottom the hip crease must pass clearly 
below the top of the knee. At the top, the hips and knees must be fully extended.  Only 
successful complexes will be scored.  If an athletes makes the clean but fails the front 
squat, they must reattempt the entire complex to receive that score. 

 

 



Event #2 MetCon 

Ages 5-8 1:00 Max effort plank (straight arm) 
1:00 Rest 

1:00 Max effort burpees 
1:00 Rest 

Max height “box” jump 
*We will use rubber bumper plates 
for heights lower than 12” or if the 

child prefers.  Score is total reps, see 
description below. 

Ages 9-12 6:00 AMRAP of: 
5 Presses (15#) 

10 Lateral parallette hops 
10 Burpees 

Ages 13-14  10:00 AMRAP of: 
5 Box jump up-and-overs 24/20” 

5 Push press  
(75/55# for ages 17-18, 45/35# for 

ages 13-16) 
15 Calorie row 

10 Box jump up-and-overs 24/20”  
10 Push press 

(75/55# for ages 17-18, 45/35# for 
ages 13-16) 

15 Calorie row 
15 Box jump up-and-overs 24/20” 

15 Push press 
(75/55# for ages 17-18, 45/35# for 

ages 13-16) 
15 Calorie row 

Etc…continue pattern as long as 
possible. 

*Step ups are allowed for ages 13-14. 

Ages 15-16 

Ages 17-18 

 

Movement Standard 

Straight 
arm plank 

Kids will receive instruction for this movement and others prior the event.  Kids will 
start on their bellies.  At the sound of “go” they will push up into a straight arm plank.  
Their hands will be below their shoulders with no bend in the elbow.  Their toes will be 
firmly on the ground and no other part of their body will touch the ground besides the 
hands and toes until their final score.  The max score for this portion of the WOD is 60 
(seconds = reps).  The child’s back should be relatively straight with no sagging in the 
lower back or hips, legs should be extended, and the hips/butt should not be raised up 
(like in a pike).  The head judge will warn the child if they fail to keep these standards 
and then call off “time” if the child cannot correct the position.  Remember, this age 
group the focus is for them to have fun and experience their first CrossFit competition.   



Burpees Kids will start in a standing position.  At the sound of “go” they will bring their body to 
the ground until their chest and thighs touch the ground and then raise their body up 
with a jump and clap above their head.  Kids may jump or step back to a burpee.  Each 
repetition ends and is counted on the clap. 

Box jump We will perform this portion of the event in a ladder format.  We will position various 
heights of boxes.  Kids may start at any opening height but cannot go down in height 
after their first attempt has been made.  Kids will have 2 attempts max at each height 
before moving on.  When all heights have been made the increments will then be in 1” 
(10# plates) increments until a winner is determined.  Each inch = 1 rep. 

Press Kids will start with the bar on the ground.  They will then need to clean the bar into a 
rack position before attempting the press.  Any form of press is allowed (strict press, 
push press, push jerk, etc…).  The press starts on the shoulders and ends with knees 
and hips extended with the feet under the hips and with the child under control.   

Push press Kids will start with the bar on the ground.  They will then need to clean the bar into a 
rack position before attempting the press.  The movement must be a push press.  The 
press starts on the shoulders, the child then dips the the knees and thrusts the bar 
above their head.  The movement ends with knees and hips extended with the feet 
under the hips and with the child under control.   

Lateral 
parallette 
hops 

Kids will start in a standing position.  They must double-leg jump lateral to the 
parallette and end the jump with a double-leg landing.  If the child hits the parallette 
but does not knock it over the rep will count.  If the child hits the parallette and knocks 
it over the child must stand the parallette upright and reattempt the rep. 

Step up-
and-overs 

The athlete will start in the standing position.   They must step or jump onto the box, 
both feet must touch, and then step or jump off of the box for the rep to count.  The 
hips do not need to extend at the top of the box.  They may do this laterally if they 
choose to do so. 

Box jump 
up-and-
overs 

The athlete will start in the standing position.   They must jump onto the box, both feet 
must touch, and then jump off of the box for the rep to count.  The hips do not need to 
extend at the top of the box.  They may do this laterally if they choose to do so. 

Row The athlete will start on the rower with legs extended and at the damper or foot 
setting of their liking.  The monitors will be set so that the calories count up.  The 
athlete must remain on the rower until the 15 calories are displayed on the screen.  
They may wait for the calorie to tick up but may not begin unstrapping.  The judge will 
reset the monitor each round. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Event #3 Skill MetCon 

Ages 5-8 Ninja Warrior course 
*Specific layout of the course will be 
made available the day of the event 

but kids can expect to do jumps, 
pulls, pushes, throws, climb, and 

more! 

Ages 9-12 4 rounds for time of: 
10 Sit-ups 
15 Squats 

30 Single-unders 

Ages 13-14  4 rounds for time of:  
10 Toes-2-bar 

15 Squats 
20 Double-unders 

*Athletes 13-14 may sub double-
unders out for singles without a 

penalty but must do 60. 

Ages 15-16 

Ages 17-18 

 

Movement Standard 

Ninja 
Warrior 
course 

The specific movements, order of movements, and standards will be made available 
the day of the event.  Kids can expect to do pulls, pushes, jumps, throws, climb, and 
more!  This will be a typical Ninja Warrior course for time and if there is any fails the 
child’s progress is marked and time is stopped.  All kids 5-6 will get 2 attempts kids 7-8 
will only get 1 attempt. 

Sit-ups Kids will start with an Abmat connected to their hips in the upright butterfly position.  
They will then lay back and touch the ground above their head with both hands and 
then sit-up to touch their feet.  Any part of the shoe qualifies as the “feet”.  No 
excessive driving the hips off the ground or lifting the feet will be allowed.  The sit-ups 
ends and the rep is counted with the touch of the feet. 

Squats Kids will start in the standing position.  They will then squat until the crease of their 
hips dip below their knee, and then come up until their knees and hips are fully 
extended at the top.   

Toes-2-bar Kids will start in the hang position with their feet off of the ground.  At the beginning 
of the rep the athlete must bring their feet behind the plane of the crossbar/behind 
their body.  They will then drive their feet up until both feet touch the bar between the 
hands.  Any part of the shoe qualifies as the “feet”. 

Single-
unders 

Kids will start with the rope of their choosing in their hand (we will have some ropes 
on hand but it is advised for kids to bring their own rope).  They will then jump as the 
rope passes below their feet.  The rope must clear both feet for the rep to count. 

Double-
unders 

Kids will start with the rope of their choosing in their hand (we will have some ropes 
on hand but it is advised for kids to bring their own rope).  They will then jump as the 
rope passes twice below their feet.  The rope must clear both feet for the rep to count. 

Any specific questions regarding these movements may be made by contacting Chris Hall at 307-399-

4366 or wyomingfan12@gmail.com 


